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ABSTRACT
The measure of surface uplift can provide an important constraint on the behavior
of continental lithosphere and the underlying upper mantle. Isotope-based paleoaltimetry
aims to quantitatively estimate the magnitude and timing of surface uplift from records of
the isotopic composition of precipitation in order to provide constraints on the tectonic
processes driving mountain building. As the surface of a topographic barrier increases in
height, along the windward side, δ-values of precipitation should get progressively more
negative, and on the leeside, δ-values of precipitation should also get progressively more
negative based on the presence and development of a topographically-induced rain
shadow. If modern precipitation and the isotopic composition of that precipitation are
indeed related to the elevation of the mountain range, a record of paleo-δ-values should,
in principle, contain a record of the paleoelevation.
A deeper understanding of the processes that control the windward and leeside
isotopic composition of precipitation will improve interpretations of isotope-based
paleoaltimetry records and has the potential to improve the reliability of the technique for
constraining the topographic and tectonic evolution of mountain ranges. In this study I
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focus on the underlying assumptions within isotope-based paleoaltimetry interpretations
from windward and leeside studies, for both empirical and theoretical approaches. The
research presented here focuses on: (1) the role of atmospheric flow deflection on leeside
isotope-based paleoaltimetry records and the subsequent interpretations of those records
in the southern Sierra Nevada and the Southern Alps (Chapter 2 and Chapter 4), (2)
whether simple models of upslope flow are sufficient for understanding mountainatmosphere interactions (Chapter 3), and (3) the limitations and opportunities provided by
theoretical approaches based on Rayleigh distillation (Chapter 3).
Through the comparison of leeside isotope-based paleoaltimetry in the southern
Sierra Nevada and the Southern Alps, I conclude that leeside isotope-based
paleoaltimetry is best applied in relatively low-lying mountain ranges with simple uplift
histories, and where atmospheric flow patterns are primarily two-dimensional (Chapter 2
and Chapter 4). From simulations of windward lapse rates for orographically enhanced
precipitation, I find that lapse rates generally steepen with increasing elevation and lapse
rates from Rayleigh distillation models are almost always steeper than the simulated lapse
rates due to the high precipitation efficiency (Chapter 3). The difference in lapse rates
between Rayleigh distillation models and the simulations of orographic precipitation
suggests that Rayleigh distillation models may be best used for determining the minimum
elevation of a mountain range and the maximum amount of uplift.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Since the early 1990s there has been an increased interest in understanding the
relationship between tectonics and the topography of global mountain ranges (Merritts
and Ellis, 1994). Topography is the result of the interaction of many different processes
(e.g. tectonics, climate, surface processes) and can yield insight into the tectonic
evolution of a mountain range. Due to the complexity of these interactions though, it is
not always easy to establish the timing and magnitude of topographic evolution. There
are 3 types of uplift; surface uplift, exhumation, and rock uplift. Surface uplift is the
change in elevation for the boundary between the atmosphere and Earth’s surface, over a
broad region (103-104 km2), relative to the geoid, rock uplift is the displacement of rocks
with respect to the geoid, and exhumation is the displacement of rocks with respect to the
surface (England and Molnar, 1990). Surface uplift, exhumation, and rock uplift are all
related in the following equation: surface uplift = rock uplift – exhumation. In cases
where the surface uplift is not explained simply by crustal thickening, the measure of
surface uplift can provide an important constraint on the behavior of continental
lithosphere and the underlying upper mantle (England and Molnar, 1990; Molnar and
Lyon-Caen, 1988).
As of 1990, there was no reliable, quantitative means of estimating rates of
surface uplift in mountain ranges needed to place useful constraints on tectonic processes
(England and Molnar, 1990). Through techniques such as geobarometery,
geothermometry, and cooling age studies, rates of exhumation can be quantified but not
necessarily rates of surface uplift (England and Molnar, 1990). Sedimentological records
can occasionally provide quantitative estimates on rates of surface uplift but this requires
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a very specific setting, such as well-dated coastal terraces in tectonically active settings
(e.g. Abbott et al., 1996). Isotope-based paleoaltimetry was developed as a way to
quantitatively estimate the magnitude and timing of surface uplift from records of the
isotopic composition of precipitation in order to provide constraints on the tectonic
processes driving mountain building.

1.1. Isotope-based paleoaltimetry
Dansgard (1964) first recognized that there was a relationship between the
isotopic composition of precipitation and altitude. Where as altitude increases, δ18O and
δD (from here on referred to as δ-values) decrease as a result of cooler temperatures,
which leads to greater fractionation. This behavior is evidenced by a compilation of δvalues from waters along the windward side of global mountain ranges (Figure 1.1)
(Chamberlain and Poage, 2000). Orographic precipitation is thought to be the main driver
of these isotopic patterns: as an air mass is lifted along the windward side of a mountain
range, water vapor condenses due to decreasing temperatures with altitude, and the
heavier isotopes are preferentially rained out. With increasing elevation and as the air
mass reaches the leeside, δ-values are increasingly more negative (Figure 1.2). If modern
precipitation and the isotopic composition of that precipitation are indeed related to the
elevation of the mountain range, a record of paleo-δ-values should, in principle, contain a
record of the paleoelevation. This is the premise for both windward and leeside isotopebased paleoaltimetry studies.
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more extensively, Winograd et al. (1985) are the first to suggest that the δ-values from
precipitation in a mountain range could be used to reconstruct the surface uplift history.
Winograd et al. (1985) proposed that the changes in the isotopic composition of meteoric
waters preserved in calcite veins in the Sierra Nevada were related to changes in
elevation. Since Winograd et al. (1985) and Chamberlain et al. (1999) there have been
numerous studies of paleoelevation using both windward and leeside isotope-based
paleoaltimetry techniques. As the surface of a topographic barrier increases in height
(surface uplift), along the windward side, δ-values of precipitation should get
progressively more negative, and on the leeside, δ-values of precipitation should also get
progressively more negative based on the presence and development of a
topographically-induced rain shadow. Chamberlain et al. (1999) collected samples along
the leeside of the Southern Alps of New Zealand and found a 5-6‰ decrease in δ18O in
authigenic kaolinite around 5 Ma. Their results suggest that a rain shadow developed
around 5 Ma and that prior to this time the Southern Alps were a relatively low
topographic feature (Figure 1.3). These results agree well with other lines of geologic
evidence that suggest that the modern tectonic regime and uplift in the Southern Alps
evolved over the last ~5 Ma (Sutherland, 1995; Walcott, 1998; Batt et al., 2000).
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values with time that would indicate the establishment of a leeside rain shadow. Studies
using windward isotope-based paleoaltimetry are slightly more complicated as they need
to establish a modern lapse rate and a paleo-lapse rate along the windward face of the
range to compare their records to.
Studies of windward isotope-based paleoaltimetry typically use either
empirically- or theoretically-based methods to reconstruct paleoelevation. The empirical
approach relies on modern global observations of the isotopic composition of waters and
elevation. Lapse rates from waters along the windward face of global mountain ranges
are roughly consistent globally at -2.8 ‰/km for δ18O, although with wide scatter (Poage
and Chamberlain, 2001). If the lapse rate from the paleo-δ-values is steeper than modern
elevations, the elevation at that time is interpreted to be higher than the modern elevation.
If the lapse rate from the paleo-δ-values is shallower, the elevation at that time is
interpreted to be lower than modern elevations. For example, Cassel et al. (2009) used a
local empirically based lapse rate of -17.4 ‰/km (Ingraham and Taylor, 1991) for
Cenozoic estimates of the paleoelevation of the northern Sierra Nevada. The paleo-δvalues, dated to the Eocene, had a steeper or similar-to-modern lapse rate, which
suggested that the northern Sierra Nevada have been high since the Eocene.
Theoretical approaches rely on 1-D thermodynamic models of Rayleigh
distillation to determine the change in δ-values with elevation for a given temperature
profile and mixing ratio as an air parcel ascends (Rowley et al., 2001). Hren et al. (2010),
use a Rayleigh distillation model, where temperature and relative humidity for different
paleoclimates were used as inputs to determine the paleo-lapse rates for Eocene elevation
reconstructions in the northern Sierra Nevada. They too found that the paleo-lapse rates
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were similar-to-modern, which again suggests that the elevation of the Eocene Sierra
Nevada was either steeper or similar-to-modern.

1.2 Application of isotope-based paleoaltimetry to the Sierra Nevada
In both the northern and southern Sierra Nevada the interpretations of the uplift
history from isotope-based paleoaltimetry (e.g. Cassel et al., 2009; Chamberlain and
Poage, 2000; Mulch, 2016) conflict with other lines of geologic evidence (e.g.
Wakabayashi, 2013). In the northern Sierra Nevada, isotope-based paleoaltimetry records
have been used to suggest that the Eocene northern Sierra Nevada were either steeper
than modern elevations or similar-to-modern elevations (Figure 1.4) (Hren et al., 2010;
Cassel et al., 2009; Mulch et al., 2006, 2008). These isotope records come from several
different proxies; volcanic glass (Cassel et al., 2009), plant leaf waxes (Hren et al., 2010),
and kaolinite (Mulch, 2006), that range in date from the Eocene through the Pleistocene.
However, the results from each of these studies contradict several other lines of geologic
evidence. Wakabayashi (2013) discusses this in great detail but to summarize, paleochannel azimuth-gradient relationships, erosion and stream incision, and the relationship
between faulting and late Cenozoic volcanic deposits support late Cenozoic surface uplift
in the northern Sierra Nevada and suggests that the Eocene northern Sierra Nevada was
likely lower in elevation relative to the modern Sierra Nevada.
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In the southern Sierra Nevada isotope-based paleoaltimetry records initially
suggested that the southern Sierra Nevada have been a long-standing feature since ~16
Ma (Figure 1.5) (Chamberlain and Poage, 2000). Clark et al. (2005) and Wakabayashi
(2013) proposed two pulses of surface uplift in the southern Sierra Nevada over the last
20 Ma. The first pulse may have been driven by the opening of a slab window during the
northward migration of the Mendocino triple junction (Wakabayshi, 2013). The event
began in the southern most river drainages in the Sierra Nevada ~20 Ma, migrated ~130
km northward through the San Joaquin River drainage between 10-6 Ma, and then
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another ~100 km northward through the Mokelumne and Stanislaus River drainages
around 4–3.6 Ma (Mahéo et al., 2009). The second pulse was relatively synchronous
between the southern Sierra Nevada river basins and may have been driven by the
delamination of high-density material beneath the southern Sierra Nevada post-3.6 Ma
(Ducea and Saleeby, 1996). More recent interpretations of leeside isotope records suggest
that a pattern of atmospheric flow deflection around the southern Sierra Nevada was
established 12.1 Ma and as a result the southern Sierra Nevada was sufficiently high to
induce similar-to-modern flow patterns since 12.1 Ma (Mulch, 2016). This interpretation
still suggests and argues for little to no surface uplift over this time. While the
interpretation in Mulch (2016) is updated from the Chamberlain and Poage (2000)
interpretations, it still contradicts the uplift history of from other lines of geologic
evidence for the southern Sierra Nevada.
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Figure 1.5. Location map and composite of smectite formed from the weathering of
volcanic ash and carbonate cements collected on the leeside of the southern Sierra
Nevada. Location map for sampled sections in the western Basin and Range.
Abbreviations are as follows: BC, Buffalo Canyon; SV, Stewart Valley; CV, Coal
Valley; CSW, Cave Spring Wash; WW, Willow Wash; HT, Horse Thief Canyon;
EPB, El Paso Basin; LV, Las Vegas; SNF, Sierra Nevada Fault; GF, Garlock fault.
Figure from Poage and Chamberlain (2002). The lack of change in the δ18O of the
samples collected suggests that there has been little to no uplift of the Sierra Nevada
over the last 16 Ma.
1.3. Atmosphere-mountain interactions and the isotopic composition of precipitation
While it seems that modern isotopes are related to the elevation of a mountain
range, interpreting paleo-records of the isotopic composition of precipitation in a
mountain range in order to estimate the uplift history may be more difficult than initially
thought. As more and more studies of isotope-based paleoaltimetry began to contradict
other lines of geologic evidence, the underlying assumptions within the technique have
been called into question (e.g. Galewsky, 2009a; Galewsky, 2009b; Lechler and
Galewsky, 2013; Molnar, 2010; Wakabayashi, 2013). Are the geologic materials being
sampled truly retaining a record of past meteoritic isotopes or have they been altered in
some way? Can the changes in δ-values definitively be attributed to changes in elevation
rather than changes in climate? Do windward lapse rates change with large-scale changes
in climate or changes in elevation? How do atmospheric flow patterns impact the δvalues of precipitation? Is pure upslope flow an appropriate model of atmospheric
dynamics for understanding and interpreting isotope-based paleoaltimetry? Several
studies have been devoted to addressing each of these questions and this dissertation aims
to address those that are related to atmospheric flow around mountain ranges.
Isotope-based paleoaltimetry interpretations rely on some combination of simple
assumptions about atmospheric dynamics. Some of these common assumptions include:
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purely 2-D flow over topography (e.g. Poage and Chamberlain, 2001); air masses do not
mix (e.g. Rowley et al., 2001); or that the isotopic lapse rate does not change significantly
with changes in elevation or climate (e.g. Cassel et al., 2009). In a 2-D model of pure
orographic precipitation, the incoming air is lifted, cooled, and the heavier isotopes are
preferentially condensed and rained out along the windward path. Subsidence in the lee
may then suppress further precipitation downstream. In reality, atmosphere-mountain
interactions are more complex. First, atmospheric flow patterns may not be defined by 2D flow patterns (e.g. Friedman et al., 2002; Lechler and Galewsky, 2013) and second,
pure orographic precipitation is rare, and few mountain ranges are dominated by simple
upslope flow. More typically, precipitation is orographically enhanced within a larger
scale weather system (e.g. Houze, 2012; Galewsky and Sobel, 2005). Changes in climate
and atmospheric circulation can lead to a more complicated relationship between isotopic
composition of precipitation and elevation (Molnar, 2010; Galewsky, 2009b; Insel et al.,
2012; Wheeler et al., 2016). Some paleoaltimetry studies do recognize some of the
limitations to interpreting paleoelevation and have tried to incorporate more complex
atmospheric dynamics into their interpretations (e.g. Mulch, 2016; Winnick et al., 2014;
Rowley, 2007).
Until recently, one of the major, if implicit, assumptions in leeside isotope-based
paleoaltimetry models is that atmospheric flow around and a mountain range is 2-D,
implying that leeside isotope records come from air masses that have traveled W-E and
surmounted the range crest (e.g. Chamberlain and Poage, 2000). The stable isotope
composition of waters in the Great Basin is not consistent with 2-D atmospheric flow
over the southern Sierra Nevada, however. Most of the precipitation that reaches the
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eastern Great Basin is deflected to the north or south of the range (Friedman et al., 2002).
Modern trajectory analyses for locations on the leeside of the Sierra Nevada find that
flow is diverted around, rather than over, the highest topography (Lechler and Galewsky,
2013). This is especially true in the southern Sierra Nevada, where deflection dominates
the flow path for areas above 2.5 km. This begs the question, if atmospheric flow is not 2D, are isotope records able to constrain the timing and magnitude of surface uplift?
Recently there has been a push to investigate the relationship between the isotopic
composition of precipitation and elevation using numerical models. General Circulation
Models (GCMs) of modern and paleoclimates and idealized models of atmospheric flow
over simplified ridges have shed light on the controls of this relationship, and the
implications that has for isotope-based paleoaltimetry estimates. Several studies using
GCMs with varying degrees of isotope-enabled tracing or microphysics schemes have
been used to interpret paleoaltimetry isotope records (e.g. Poulsen et al., 2007; Insel et
al., 2012; Feng et al., 2016; Herold et al., 2014). Each of these studies used GCMs to
address some aspect of the change in isotopic composition of precipitation due to changes
in elevation, climate, or land surface vegetation. Idealized models of atmospheric flow
seek to systematically control atmospheric conditions and topography to determine how
changes in elevation and climate affect the isotopic composition of precipitation. Both 2D and 3-D simulations, with (e.g. Galewsky, 2009a; Moore et al., 2016) and without (e.g.
Galewsky, 2008; Wheeler et al., 2016) isotope microphysics have investigated this
relationship and found that changes in ridge height and climate can affect the windward
and leeside isotopic composition of precipitation. Specifically, changes in ridge height
and climate lead to changes in flow deflection around a ridge and that along the
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windward side, lapse rates for models of simple upslope flow diverge from Rayleigh
distillation models (Galewsky, 2009).
Atmospheric flow over topography can be understood, to first order, in terms of
the nondimensional flow parameter Nh/U; where N is the Brunt-Väisälä frequency (s-1), h
is the mountain height (m), and U is the horizontal wind speed (m/s) (e.g. Epifanio and
Durran, 2001). Idealized models of atmospheric flow around topographic barriers suggest
that when Nh/U << 1, flow tends to pass over the topographic barrier, but when Nh/U >>
1, flow tends to be deflected around the topographic barrier (Figure 1.6) (Galewsky,
2009).
a. Nh/U << 1

b. Nh/U >> 1

d. Nh/U >> 1,
c. = 1
Figure 1.6. Schematic illustrating the relationship
between the nondimensional flow
with rotation
parameter, Nh/U and flow over (a) and around (b) 3-D topography. Map view of
flow. Figure from Galewsky (2009b).

Using numerical models of idealized flow, GCMs, and modern climate data this
dissertation investigates some of the underlying assumptions implicit in both leeside and
windward isotope-based paleoaltimetry studies. Through the framework of Nh/U,
Chapters 2 and 4 focus on the impact of atmospheric flow patterns on leeside isotopebased paleoaltimetry reconstructions in the southern Sierra Nevada and the Southern
Alps. Chapter 3 focuses on windward isotope-based paleoaltimetry through simulations
of orographically enhanced precipitation. Specifically, how lapse rates change with
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increasing elevation and whether Rayleigh distillation models sufficiently reproduce
simulated lapse rates.
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2. LATE CENOZOIC SURFACE UPLIFT OF THE SOUTHERN SIERRA
NEVADA: A PALEOCLIMATE PERSPECTIVE ON LEESIDE STABLE
ISOTOPE PALEOALTIMETRY
2.1. Abstract
Proposed estimates of Late Cenozoic surface uplift in the Southern Sierra Nevada
(Sierra) range anywhere from 0 to 2 km. Recent interpretations of leeside isotope records
from the southern Sierra suggest that the elevation of the southern Sierra has been
sufficiently high to induce similar-to-modern atmospheric flow patterns since ~12 Ma.
We test the sensitivity of flow deflection to elevation to determine what elevation is
sufficiently high to establish modern flow patterns. The tendency for flow to deflect
around a topographic barrier can be determined by the atmospheric stability, barrier
height, and incoming wind speed. Utilizing global paleoclimate models and idealized
regional weather models, we find that the Miocene atmosphere was more stable than
modern. We suggest that in a Miocene climate, similar-to-modern flow patterns could
have been achieved for elevations as low as 2 km and that while Miocene leeside isotope
records from the southern Sierra may indicate that the southern Sierra have been a
longstanding topographic feature, they may be unable to resolve the proposed Late
Cenozoic surface uplift of the southern Sierra.

2.2. Introduction
Several lines of evidence suggest that the southern Sierra Nevada (Sierra) have
experienced 1-2 km of surface uplift over the last 20 Ma (Wakabayashi, 2013 and
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references therein). Interpretations of leeside stable isotope-based paleoaltimetry studies
suggest that the southern Sierra were high enough to induce similar-to-modern
atmospheric flow trajectories since ~12 Ma (Mulch, 2016), but the elevation required to
support modern flow trajectories is poorly known, and the extent to which leeside proxies
can constrain Late Cenozoic surface uplift of the southern Sierra is still debated. Lechler
and Galewsky (2013) showed that air parcel trajectories tend to travel around the highest
part of the southern Sierran topography, but they focused exclusively on the modern
climate, leaving open the key question of whether or not modern flow deflection
observed in the southern Sierra persisted through past climates. If past climates supported
significantly less flow deflection than we see today, then leeside isotope-based proxy
records may have had the potential to faithfully record changes in the elevation of the
southern Sierra associated with the proposed Late Cenozoic surface uplift. The goal of
this study is to explore the extent to which paleoclimate may have influenced flow
deflection and leeside isotope-based paleoaltimetry proxies in the southern Sierra during
the Late Cenozoic, a key period for understanding the surface uplift history of the Sierra.

2.3. Background
2.3.1. Miocene tectonics of the southern Sierra
The tectonic evolution of the northern and southern Sierra are topics of
considerable debate, and their surface uplift histories are thought to be significantly
different from each another (e.g. Chamberlain et al., 2012; Wakabayashi, 2013; Gabet,
2014; and Mulch, 2016; and references therein). In this paper we focus exclusively on the
southern Sierra, south of the Stanislaus river and north of the Kern river (Figure 2.1).
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Clark et al. (2005) and Wakabayashi (2013) proposed two pulses of surface uplift in the
southern Sierra over the last 20 Ma. The first pulse may have been driven by the opening
of a slab window during the northward migration of the Mendocino triple junction
(Wakabayshi, 2013). The event began in the Kern to Kings River drainages ~20 Ma,
migrated north through the San Joaquin River drainage between 10-6 Ma, and the
Mokelumne and Stanislaus River drainages around 4–3.6 Ma (Mahéo et al., 2009). The
second pulse was relatively synchronous between the southern Sierra river basins and
may have been driven by the delamination of high-density material beneath the southern
Sierra post-3.6 Ma (Ducea and Saleeby, 1996).
Early interpretations of leeside isotope records for the southern Sierra suggested
that the stability of precipitation δ-values over time indicated that there may have been
relatively little surface uplift since ~18 Ma (Poage and Chamberlain, 2002; Crowley et
al., 2008). More recent interpretations highlight some of the limitations of the technique
(e.g. Mulch, 2016; Chamberlain et al., 2012) and suggest that the southern Sierra may
have been sufficiently high to induce similar-to-modern flow patterns since ~12 Ma
(Mulch, 2016). We address the question of how high is sufficiently high to induce
similar-to-modern flow patterns in the southern Sierra and the implications this has for
understanding the evolution of the southern Sierra in the Late Cenozoic.
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Figure 2.1. Topography of the Sierra Nevada. The Late Cenozoic surface uplift of
the southern Sierra is focused on the region to the south of the San Joaquin river
and to the north of the Kern river. The solid lines are major rivers: 1 – Mokelumne;
2. – Stanislaus; 3 – San Joaquin; 4 – Kings; 5 – Kern. The dashed line is the Sierra
range crest. The stars mark the location of δ18O sampling locations for the southern
Sierra from Poage and Chamberlain (2002). The enclosed dashed line marks the
region where the low δD values in 17 volcanic glass samples from Mulch (2008) are
interpreted as indicating the establishment of similar-to-modern flow deflection
since ~12 Ma (Mulch, 2016).

2.3.2. Modern Flow Deflection in the Southern Sierra
Until recently, one of the major, if implicit, assumptions in leeside isotope-based
paleoaltimetry models is that atmospheric flow around and a mountain range is 2-D,
implying that leeside isotope records come from air masses that have traveled W-E and
surmounted the range crest. As an air mass is lifted along the windward side, water vapor
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condenses, and the heavier isotopes are preferentially rained out. With increasing
elevation and as the air mass reaches the leeside, d-values are increasingly more negative.
The magnitude of change in the isotopes across the range crest into the leeside is thought
to record the maximum elevation along that path (Chamberlain and Poage, 2000). The
stable isotope composition of waters in the Great Basin is not consistent with 2-D
atmospheric flow over the southern Sierra, however. Most of the precipitation that
reaches the eastern Great Basin was deflected to the north or south of the range
(Friedman et al., 2002). Modern trajectory analyses for locations on the leeside of the
Sierra find that flow is diverted around, rather than over, the highest topography (Lechler
and Galewsky, 2013). This is especially true in the southern Sierra, where deflection
dominates the flow path for areas above 2.5 km.
Atmospheric flow over topography can be understood, to first order, in terms of
the nondimensional flow parameter Nh/U; where N is the Brunt-Väisälä frequency (s-1), h
is the mountain height (m), and U is the horizontal wind speed (m/s) (e.g., Epifanio and
Durran, 2001). Idealized models of atmospheric flow around topographic barriers suggest
that when Nh/U << 1, flow tends to pass over the topographic barrier, but when Nh/U >>
1, flow tends to be deflected around the topographic barrier (Galewsky, 2009). In order
for leeside proxies in the southern Sierra to have quantitatively recorded the highest
elevations, Nh/U during the Miocene needed to be lower than modern. This is the issue
we address in this paper.
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2.4. Methods
2.4.1. Atmospheric Stability of the Sierra
To determine how changes in climate influence flow deflection in the Sierra, we
calculated the annual and storm average upstream flow parameters for simulations of a
Pre-Industrial (PI) and a Miocene climate. The simulations were run using the
Community Earth System Model (CESM) v1.0.5 (Gent et al., 2011). The atmospheric
component of our simulations were configured with a ~2 × 2 degree horizontal resolution
and 26 vertical levels. The PI simulation was run with boundary conditions representing
the year 1850. The Miocene simulation was forced with vegetation, topography, and CO2
representing 20–14 Ma, and was run for over 2,000 years to ensure equilibrium. The
Miocene simulation was updated from Herold et al. (2011) and more can be found in
Chapter 6 in the Supplemental Materials.
The upstream flow parameter calculations apply to both the northern and southern
Sierra. We establish a windward and leeward region for both the PI and Miocene Sierra.
The windward region is the area to the east of the coastline and the west of the range crest
for the length of the Sierra. The leeward region is the area between the range crest and
two degrees east for the length of the Sierra. The upstream flow parameters are regional
averages from the windward region. Due to the coarse resolution of the CESM
simulations we do not calculate the Brunt-Väisälä frequency; instead, we calculate the
static stability, a measure of the change in temperature with height and determines the
Brunt-Väisälä frequency (Frierson, 2006). The moist static stability (qez) is the difference
between the saturated equivalent potential temperature at 400 hPa and the equivalent
potential temperature at the surface. The dry static stability (qz) is the difference between
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the potential temperature at 400 hPa and the potential temperature at the surface
(Frierson, 2006). U is an average of the wind speeds between 500 hPa and the surface.
Since leeside isotope records are generated during leeside precipitation, we calculate
storm averages for qez, qz, and U. A storm was selected if there was precipitation in both
the leeward and windward region.

2.4.2. Simulations of Flow around Idealized Terrain
Using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model V3.5.1 (Skamarock et
al., 2008) we ran idealized simulations to determine the climate conditions required for
the 2-D assumptions used in the leeside proxies to faithfully record the elevation in two
idealized topographic scenarios: (1) a uniform ridge 2.5 km high (‘Low Southern Sierra’)
and (2) a 2.5 km high ridge with a southern region 4 km high (‘High Southern Sierra’).
These are idealized scenarios to develop our intuition about flow over Sierran-scale
topography and do not necessarily embody any particular theory for the geological
evolution of the Sierra. The model domain is 564 × 250 points with 4 km horizontal grid
spacing and 121 unevenly spaced vertical levels extending to 30 km.
First, we tested the sensitivity of flow deflection to the High Southern Sierra
model to changes in the atmospheric conditions during a storm-like event. The High
Southern Sierra model topography is based on the modern configuration of the Sierra,
and is a 500 km long by 80 km wide ridge (Figure 2.2A). The atmospheric conditions are
set by the moist Brunt-Väisälä frequency (Nm). We used a constant U for all simulations,
the average incoming storm wind profile from the PI and Miocene. Surface winds were
set at 5 m/s, increasing to 30 m/s at the tropopause (~11 km), and decreasing to 10 m/s at
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the model top (Figure 2.2B). Initial conditions are after Galewsky (2008). Each
simulation has an initial relative humidity of 98% and surface temperature of 16 °C.
Above the tropopause we use a dry Brunt-Väisälä frequency (Nd) of 0.02 s-1.
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Figure 2.2. A: Model domain and the idealized terrain. Topographic setup for the
High Southern Sierra model, the high ridge is 4 km and the low ridge is 2.5 km,
contour intervals are 500 m. The gray region is the initial trajectory positions; the
arrow indicates the direction of the incoming winds. B: Initial vertical wind
conditions. C: Points indicate the percentage of trajectories that pass over the
threshold elevation for the idealized high Sierra. Low values of modern Nh/U
calculated from NARR in gray. Note that the y-axis only extends to 15%.
To test the sensitivity of flow deflection to elevation and the Low Southern Sierra
model we ran simulations of flow deflection around a uniform ridge, ranging in elevation
from 1 to 3.5 km, under a less stable climate. We used a low value of Nm to quantify flow
deflection for low values of Nh/U. The ridge length, width, and the initial atmospheric
conditions are the same as in previous simulations.
To quantify flow deflection, we ran a forward trajectory analysis using
Read/Interpolate/Plot version 4.6 (www2.mmm.ucar.edu/mm5/WRF_post/RIP4.htm).
The trajectories started 100 km upstream of the ridge and extend from the model surface
to 2 km in elevation with 100 m vertical and 4 km horizontal grid spacing. We selected 2
km to capture air masses that travel up the windward face of the topographic barrier.

2.5. Results
2.5.1. PI and Miocene Atmospheric Stability
Our first goal was to determine whether the climate during the Miocene was
sufficiently different from modern and whether that climate supported 2-D or 3-D
atmospheric flow in the southern Sierra. We calculated the annual and storm average
upstream flow parameters for the Sierra for both the PI and Miocene simulated climates.
For the PI simulation the annual average qez = 28 K and qz = 23 K. The annual average U
= 5.6 m/s. For the Miocene simulation the annual average qez = 48 K and qz = 29 K. The
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annual average U = 5.4 m/s. For the PI simulation the storm average qez = 32 K and qz =
26 K. The storm average U = 9.2 m/s. For the Miocene simulation the storm average qez =
46 K and qz = 31 K. The Miocene storm average U = 8.2 m/s. Both Miocene qez and qz
were higher than the PI, meaning the Miocene Sierran climate was more stable than
modern. From relative values of Nh/U for the Miocene and PI climates, assuming a high
southern Sierra, Nh/U would have been greater during the Miocene. Thus, to first order,
the Miocene climate as simulated here was even more stable than modern climate and
would have supported even greater flow deflection around a modern southern Sierra
topographic configuration. Although the Miocene simulation is forced with climate
conditions for 20–14 Ma, there is no evidence to suggest that the last 14 Ma it was
significantly less stable than modern.

2.5.2. Simulations of Flow Deflection
Although our results suggest that Miocene climate was more stable than modern,
there is still a question of whether or not a less stable climate would support 2-D flow in
the southern Sierra. Here, we quantify the degree of flow deflection around the High
Southern Sierra model for a range of stabilities. As the threshold elevation and Nh/U
increase, the percentage of trajectories that surmount the high ridge decreases (Figure
2.2C). When Nh/U > 1.1, none of the trajectories surmount the 4 km ridge crest. When
Nh/U < 1.1, < 5% of trajectories surmount the 4 km ridge crest. For a threshold elevation
of 2.5 km, very few of the trajectories surmount the highest elevations of the ridge crest,
<15% of trajectories surmount 2.5 km when Nh/U > 1.1.
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We also tested the sensitivity of flow deflection to changes in elevation. For
simulations of flow around a uniform ridge, as elevation increases, the percent of
trajectories surmounting the ridge crest decreases (Figure 2.3). For a ridge with a
maximum elevation of 2.5 km, <50% of trajectories surmount the ridge crest. For a 2 km
ridge where Nm = 0.0075 s-1, near low modern storm values (see Chapter 6 Supplemental
Materials), 42% of trajectories surmount the 2 km ridge crest. For a low ridge under
modern conditions, >50% of atmospheric flow would be deflected around the mountain
range, suggesting that modern patterns of flow deflection could have been established for

Percent of trajectories over the ridge

a before Late Cenozoic uplift of the southern Sierra.

Ridge Height (km)

Figure 2.3. Percent of trajectories that surmount the ridge crest for a uniform ridge
of different elevations. Nm and U are the same for all simulations. Early Miocene
southern Sierra elevation estimates that assume late Cenozoic uplift are shaded in
gray.
2.6. Discussion
Our results are summarized in Figure 2.4, which outlines the two idealized
topographic models of the southern Sierra and the changes in atmospheric flow under
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modern and Miocene climates. Figure 2.4A and 2.4B represent the modern Sierra in a
modern climate. Under modern conditions, Nh/U is high and atmospheric flow is
deflected around the high southern Sierra (Lechler and Galewsky, 2013; Friedman et al.,
2002). Under modern conditions we would not expect air masses to surmount the
southern crest or for the leeside precipitation isotopic composition to record the elevation
of the southern Sierra. Instead, air masses travel up the windward face to 2 to 2.5 km, and
deflect around the southern crest before reaching the leeside, recording the degree of flow
deflection. In order for leeside isotope proxies to quantify the extent of Late Cenozoic
uplift, incoming air masses must travel perpendicular to the range and over the southern
crest before reaching the leeside. Therefore, Miocene Nh/U needed to have been
significantly lower than modern. This was not the case. Figure 2.4C shows the high
southern Sierra model in a Miocene climate. Flow deflection around the southern Sierra
is greater than in Figure 2.4A since Nh/U during the Miocene was greater than modern.
Figure 2.4D shows atmospheric deflection for the Low Southern Sierra model in a
Miocene climate. Under modern atmospheric conditions for a 2 to 2.5 km ridge, >50% of
flow is blocked. The simulated atmospheric stability during the Miocene was greater than
modern, meaning that flow deflection for a 2 to 2.5 km ridge during the Miocene would
have been greater. If the southern Sierra were 2 to 2.5 km during the Miocene, deflection
may have already dominated the flow path.
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Figure 2.4. Summary of atmospheric flow deflection for the High and Low Southern
Sierra models. Contours are for a simplified Sierra topography at 1 km intervals.
The star marks an example location for leeside proxies. Conditions for both the
High (A) and Low (B) Southern Sierra models in the modern are the same,
atmospheric flow deflection dominates the flow path to the leeside of the southern
ridge. For the High Southern Sierra model (C) flow deflection would have been
greater than modern. For the Low Southern Sierra model (D) flow deflection was
likely >50% for a 2 to 2.5 km ridge. Due to the 3-D nature of flow during past and
present climates that the leeside isotopes may not have been able to distinguish
between these two models.
In a 2-D model of purely orographic precipitation, the incoming air is lifted and
cooled, and the heavier isotopes are preferentially condensed and rained out along the
windward path. Subsidence in the lee may then suppress further precipitation
downstream. In this case, there may be no leeside record of elevation in meteoric waters.
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Pure orographic precipitation is rare, however. More typically, precipitation in the Sierra
is orographically enhanced within a larger-scale weather system (e.g., Galewsky and
Sobel, 2005). If the storm traveled W-E and over the range crest, downstream d-values in
the remaining water vapor may retain a signal of elevation, and would be more negative
than if that same storm was deflected around the south of the range.
Although there are many reasons why orographic precipitation d-values may not
strictly record the elevation of a range crest (e.g., Rohrmann et al., 2014; Insel et al.,
2012), here we focused solely on the influence of flow deflection. Nh/U determines the
tendency of an air mass to surmount a topographic barrier. When Nh/U is high, air
masses tend to be deflected around the barrier and there is limited orographic influence
on the isotopic composition. All other things being equal, precipitation from an air mass
traveling perpendicular to the range front and deflected around the crest would have
higher d-values than an air mass that traveled over the range crest to that same leeside
location. If deflection around the range crest was the primary pathway through time, the
d-values on the leeside might change relatively little with changes in elevation.
Mulch (2016) suggested that the southern Sierra were high enough to induce
similar-to-modern air mass trajectories since ~12 Ma. Our results suggest that the modern
pattern of flow deflection around the southern Sierra may be established when the
southern Sierra exceeded an elevation of 2 to 2.5 km and that such conditions would have
been the case since the Miocene. The proposed Late Cenozoic surface uplift of the Sierra
Nevada is thought to have increased the elevation of the southern Sierra from 2-3 km to 4
km (Wakabayashi, 2013). Our results suggest that leeside proxy records would thus have
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been dominated by flow deflection even before such surface uplift occurred and may
simply reflect the long-term presence of topography in the southern Sierra.

2.7. Conclusions
The goal of this paper was to determine the elevation at which similar-to-modern
atmospheric flow patterns would have been established for the southern Sierra Nevada,
and to explore the implications of that result for understanding the Late Cenozoic
geodynamic evolution of the Sierra. Our results suggest that Miocene climate was even
more stable than modern and that atmospheric flow deflection in the Miocene could have
dominated flow patterns for elevations as low as 2 km. As a result, leeside isotope
records for the southern Sierra may only indirectly record Late Cenozoic surface uplift
due to the 3-D nature of flow in the southern Sierra. We conclude that similar-to-modern
flow patterns in the southern Sierra could have been achieved for elevations as low as 2
km during the Miocene and that leeside isotope records may only indicate that the
southern Sierra have been a longstanding topographic feature. We further conclude that
there may be no conflict between leeside isotope records in the southern Sierra and the
body of evidence in support of Late Cenozoic uplift of the southern part of the range.
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3. A COMPARISON OF 1-D RAYLEIGH DISTILLATION MODELS FOR
PALEOALTIMETRY AND SIMULATED δD LAPSE RATES IN AN IDEALIZED
WINTER-TIME STORM
3.1. Abstract
Using an isotope enabled microphysics scheme in the Weather Research and
Forecasting (WRF) model, we test the sensitivity of δDprecipitation in an idealized wintertime storm around a simplified ridge to changes in elevation and compare the results to
Rayleigh distillation models for the same atmospheric conditions. We compare the
δDprecipitation lapse rates from the WRF simulations to the Rayleigh distillation models.
Rayleigh distillation models generally have steeper lapse rates than the WRF simulations
even though the average atmospheric conditions are the same. Due to the high
precipitation efficiency of Rayleigh distillation models, Rayleigh distillation will always
yield the steepest lapse rates for a given temperature structure and may, as a result, underestimate paleoelevation and consequently over-estimate the amount of surface uplift
when used to interpret the paleo-elevation of a mountain range. Rayleigh distillation may
therefore be most appropriate for determining the minimum elevation and the maximum
amount of uplift provided that paleo-climate conditions can be constrained.

3.2. Introduction
Understanding the factors that control the isotopic composition of orographically
enhanced precipitation (δ18O and δD) is fundamental to improved isotope-based
paleoaltimetry estimates. As elevation increases along a mountain front, the precipitation
δ-values are more negative (Dansgaard, 1964). Paleoaltimetry uses records of the isotopic
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composition of meteoric water, through time, across mountain ranges to reconstruct the
elevation history of that mountain range (Poage and Chamberlain, 2001). Studies of
isotope-based paleoaltimetry typically use either empirically- or theoretically-based
methods to reconstruct paleo-elevation. The empirical approach relies on modern global
observations of the isotopic composition of waters and elevation. From studies of
precipitation, surface water, rivers, firn and snow, Poage and Chamberlain (2001) found
that lapse rates were roughly consistent globally at -2.8 ‰/km for δ18O, although with
wide scatter. The theoretical approach relies on 1-D thermodynamic models of Rayleigh
distillation to determine the change in δ-values with elevation for a given temperature
profile and mixing ratio as an air parcel ascends (Rowley, 2007). In the California Sierra
Nevada, studies have relied on both of these methods to investigate the uplift history
across a range of time periods. For example, Cassel et al. (2009) used a local empirically
based lapse rate of -17.4 ‰/km (Ingraham and Taylor, 1991) for Cenozoic estimates of
the paleoelevation of the northern Sierra Nevada, while, Hren et al. (2010), used the
Rayleigh distillation model, where temperature and relative humidity for different paleoclimates were used as inputs to determine the paleo-lapse rates for Eocene paleoelevation reconstructions in the northern Sierra Nevada. The best practices for
paleoaltimetry remain uncertain, and the goal of this study is to better understand the
limitations and opportunities provided by theoretical approaches based on Rayleigh
distillation.
Both of these approaches rely on some combination of simple assumptions about
atmospheric dynamics. Some common assumptions include: purely 2-D flow over
topography (e.g. Poage and Chamberlain, 2001); air masses do not mix (e.g. Rowley,
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2001); or that the isotopic lapse rate does not change significantly with changes in
elevation or climate (e.g. Cassel et al., 2009). In a model of pure orographic precipitation,
the incoming air is lifted, cooled, and the heavier isotopes are preferentially condensed
and rained out along the windward path. Subsidence in the lee may then suppress further
precipitation downstream. Atmosphere-mountain interactions are more complex than
pure orographic precipitation, though. Pure orographic precipitation is rare, and few
mountain ranges are dominated by simple upslope flow. More typically, precipitation is
orographically enhanced within a larger scale weather system (e.g. Houze, 2012;
Galewsky and Sobel, 2005). Changes in climate and atmospheric circulation can lead to a
more complicated relationship between isotopic composition of precipitation and
elevation (e.g. Molnar, 2010; Galewsky, 2008; Insel et al., 2012; Wheeler et al., 2016). It
should be noted that paleoaltimetry studies recognize the limitations of both the
theoretical and empirical approaches to interpreting paleoelevations and have tried to
incorporate more complex atmospheric dynamics into their interpretations (e.g. Mulch,
2016; Winnick et al., 2014; Rowley, 2007).

3.2.1. Atmospheric modeling for isotope-based paleoaltimetry constraints
Recently there has been a push to investigate the relationship between the isotopic
composition of precipitation and elevation using numerical models. General Circulation
Models (GCMs) of modern and paleo-climates and idealized models of atmospheric flow
over simplified ridges have shed light on the controls of this relationship, and the
implications that has for isotope-based paleoaltimetry estimates. Several studies using
GCMs with varying degrees of isotope-enabled tracing or microphysics schemes have
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been used to interpret paleoaltimetry isotope records (e.g. Poulsen et al., 2007; Insel et
al., 2012; Feng et al., 2016; Herold et al., 2014). Each of these studies used GCMs to
address some aspect of the change in isotopic composition of precipitation due to changes
in elevation, climate, or land surface vegetation. GCMs have coarse resolution, though,
with generally 0.5° to 2° of horizontal resolution. Coarse horizontal resolution smooths
topography and the local atmospheric effects may then be muted. For example, with a 1°
x 1° grid spacing, the modern Sierra Nevada are less than one grid point across and 4 to 5
grid points in length. This smoothing strongly influences the simulated atmospheric
circulation and any orographically enhanced precipitation in the region. In a comparison
of horizontal model resolution for the western United States, at lower resolutions, the
coastal mountains are not resolved (Wang et al., 2004). The lower resolution affects
temperatures, especially at high elevation, and the difference in temperature at high
altitude creates significant differences in the hydrologic cycle. Although isotopes are not
included in the model in Wang et al. (2004), it is possible that the differences in the
hydrologic cycle between the simulations with different resolutions could affect the
δDprecipitation.
Idealized models of atmospheric flow seek to systematically control atmospheric
conditions and topography to determine how changes in elevation and climate affect the
isotopic composition of precipitation. Models with (e.g. Galewsky, 2009; Moore et al.,
2016) and without (e.g. Galewsky, 2008; Wheeler et al., 2016) isotope microphysics have
investigated this relationship and found that changes in ridge height and climate can
affect the windward and leeward isotopic composition of precipitation. Specifically, these
changes in ridge height and climate lead to changes in flow deflection around a ridge.
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Atmospheric flow over topography can be understood in terms of the nondimensional
flow parameter Nh/U, where N is the Brunt-Väisälä frequency (s-1), h is the mountain
height (m), and U is the horizontal wind speed (m/s) (e.g. Epifanio and Durran, 2001).
Idealized models of atmospheric flow around topographic barriers suggest that when
Nh/U << 1, flow tends to pass over the topographic barrier, but when Nh/U >> 1, flow
tends to be deflected around the topographic barrier (Galewsky, 2008). When Nh/U >> 1
windward lapse rates diverge from 1-D Rayleigh distillation models (Galewsky, 2009)
and may impact leeside isotope records as well (Lechler and Galewsky, 2013; Wheeler et
al., 2016). These studies (Galewsky, 2008; Galewsky, 2009; Moore et al., 2016; Wheeler
et al., 2016) used simulations of upslope flow and pure orographic precipitation, despite
the limitations described above. In this study we use a more realistic, although still
idealized, meteorological forcing to better understand the links between weather systems,
topography, and the isotopic composition of precipitation, and to compare these results
with those obtained from a simple Rayleigh distillation model, with the aim of improving
our understanding of the best approaches for paleoaltimetry studies.
Using an isotope enabled Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF), we
build on previous studies of atmospheric flow around idealized ridges by simulating the
isotopic composition of orographically enhanced precipitation with changing elevation in
an idealized winter-time storm. Through a relatively high resolution, 3-D simulation of a
winter-time storm system we test the response of δDprecipitation to changes in elevation and
compare those results to a 1-D Rayleigh distillation model. The input conditions for the
Rayleigh distillation model are based on the same atmospheric thermal structure within
the WRF simulations so that we can directly compare lapse rates from Rayleigh
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distillation to lapse rates generated during a simulated winter-time storm.

3.3. Methods
Using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model version 3.5.1
(Skamarock et al., 2008) we incorporate a simplified isotope microphysics scheme into
the Kessler microphysics scheme (Kessler, 1969). For our simulations, we used the
idealized baroclinic wave simulation, a winter-time storm system that is common in the
mid-latitudes. The model simulates a 3-D baroclinic wave within a baroclinically
unstable jet in the northern hemisphere.
Isotope microphysics are added into the model by incorporating a ‘perfect
precipitation’ model into the Kessler microphysics scheme, after Galewsky (2009). Two
tracers are added to the model, one that represents all of the water vapor in the system,
initialized to be equal to the initial water vapor mixing ratio set for the baroclinic wave
simulation. The second tracer represents the mixing ratio of the heavy isotopologue of
water vapor and is initialized so that at the surface δDvapor = -100 ‰ vSMOW and
decreases linearly to -300 ‰ vSMOW at the model top based on observations (Galewsky
et al., 2016 and references therein). Once a grid point reaches saturation, the excess water
vapor is condensed and falls out as precipitation. Fractionation takes place upon
condensation according to the temperature-dependent equilibrium factors (Majoube,
1971; Merlivat and Nief, 1967).
We use a 25 km horizontal grid spacing on a domain of 320 x 160 points, with 64
unevenly spaced vertical levels extending to 16 km. The model domain covers an area
roughly as wide as the continental United States from 0° to 80° latitude. The east-west
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boundary conditions are periodic, where the output from the eastern boundary is the input
for the western boundary. The idealized ridge sits in the center of the domain and is 250
km wide by 1000 km long. We run 8 simulations with a uniform ridge with a maximum
elevation that ranges from 1 to 4.5 km by 500 m increments. Each simulation is run for a
total of 360 hours, the first 186 hours are regarded as model spin-up and are not included
in our analyses.
The idealized baroclinic wave simulation in WRF has been used in previous
studies with various initial conditions, model domain sizes, etc. (e.g. Park et al., 2014;
Kim et al., 2016; Blázquez et al., 2013; Jablonowski and Williamson, 2006). None of
these studies include isotope microphysics into the model, which leaves us with no direct
comparison to validate our results. We compare our results to another baroclinic wave
model with a more sophisticated microphysics scheme instead. Dütsch et al. (2016) used
the COSMOiso model to simulate an idealized baroclinic wave. COSMOiso includes the
heavy isotopes, δD and δ18O, and fractionation takes place upon any phase transition.
This differs from our model where fractionation only takes place upon condensation.
While the isotope scheme in COSMOiso is more sophisticated, our results from a control
simulation without any topography show a similar spatial distribution and magnitude of
change in the isotopic composition of precipitation (see Chapter 6 Supplemental
Materials). This leads us to believe that our model is capturing the first-order controls on
the isotopic composition of the precipitation.
For each simulation we calculate the windward δDprecipitation lapse rate (δDWRF-LR)
from 186 hours to 360 hours. We define the windward face as the western face of the
ridge up to the ridge crest. δDWRF-LR is the linear regression of the average δDprecipitation at
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each elevation along the windward face, for the entire length of the ridge. For each
simulation we also calculate a lapse rate from a Rayleigh distillation curve (δDRD-LR). The
inputs for the Rayleigh distillation calculation come directly from the WRF model. We
use the average incoming temperature conditions for the length of the ridge from 186
hours to 360 hours. δDRD-LR is calculated using a linear regression from the start of
saturation (~500 m) to the maximum elevation of the ridge.

3.4. Results
As ridge height increases, δDWRF-LR and δDRD-LR both generally steepen, and
δDRD-LR is almost always steeper than δDWRF-LR (Figure 3.1). The δDWRF-LR generally
steepen with increasing elevation where for the 1 km ridge δDWRF-LR = -4.6 ‰/km and for
the 4 km ridge δDWRF-LR = -9.5 ‰/km, an increase of almost 5 ‰/km. The trend of
steepening lapse rate with increasing elevation does not continue for the simulation with
the 4.5 km ridge, δDWRF-LR = -6.5 ‰/km shallowing by almost 3 ‰/km. As in the WRF
simulations, the δDRD-LR steepen with increasing elevation, from -1.4 ‰/km for the 1 km
ridge to -21.5 ‰/km for the 4.5 km ridge.
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Figure 3.1. Comparison of lapse rates from the Rayleigh distillation model and
WRF model. δDWRF-LR and δDRD-LR generally decrease while δDRD-LR is almost
always lower than δDWRF-LR. Circles – Rayleigh distillation. Squares – WRF.
The δDRD-LR is consistently lower than the δDWRF-LR, with the exception of the 1
km ridge. In the 1 km ridge simulation there are several instances where the 6-hourly
atmospheric conditions do not support condensation with the ascent of the air parcel for
the altitudes of interest. This is not the case for any of the other simulations. The
inclusion of these times in the average conditions for the Rayleigh distillation model
shallows the δDRD-LR and explains the relationship between δDWRF-LR and δDRD-LR for the
1 km ridge simulation.
The input conditions for the Rayleigh distillation model come directly from the
average conditions for each of the WRF simulations, yet, the δDRD-LR are generally
steeper than the δDWRF-LR. The lapse rates in both cases are determined by the
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temperature at condensation, the amount of condensation, and the δDvapor structure. In
order to determine what controls the difference in lapse rate between the Rayleigh
distillation models and the WRF simulations, we compare the quantity of condensation
and the δDvapor structure between the two models.
For the Rayleigh distillation models we use the δDvapor profile generated for the
average incoming conditions for each simulation. For the WRF simulations, we select the
δDvapor at condensation along the windward side of the ridge from 6-hourly output
between 186 hours to 360 hours and average the output for all times at each vertical level.
To compare the quantity of condensation between the two models, we calculate the
precipitation efficiency, the ratio of precipitation to the total water vapor for a vertical
column multiplied by 100 (Market and Allen, 2003). For the Rayleigh distillation model
we use the excess water vapor and total column water vapor generated from the average
incoming conditions for each simulation. For the WRF simulations, we calculate the
average precipitation efficiency along the entire windward face of the ridge from 186
hours to 360 hours. Any columns that do not generate precipitation are excluded from the
average.
We find that the δDvapor structure between the Rayleigh distillation models and the
WRF simulations are similar at lower altitudes but begin to diverge from one another as
the elevation of the ridge increases (not shown). While there are some differences in the
δDvapor structure between the Rayleigh distillation models and the WRF simulations, we
do not believe that the difference in δDvapor structure is what controls the difference in
lapse rates. Our analysis of precipitation efficiency on the other hand finds that there are
significant differences between the WRF simulations and the Rayleigh distillation
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models. The Rayleigh distillation models are significantly more efficient than the WRF
simulations (Table 1). This is consistent with other studies that compare precipitation
efficiency of Rayleigh distillation to other processes (e.g. Bony et al., 2008).

Ridge height (m)
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
3500
4000
4500

WRF (%)
0.038
0.062
0.085
0.120
0.167
0.186
0.254
0.266

Rayleigh Distillation (%)
3.41
3.59
3.83
4.08
4.44
4.81
5.11
4.85

Table 3.1. Precipitation efficiency for the WRF simulations and the Rayleigh
distillation model. Precipitation efficiency in the Rayleigh distillation model is
significantly greater than in the WRF simulations.
Our results suggest that the difference in the lapse rates between the WRF
simulation and Rayleigh distillation is most likely due to the difference in precipitation
efficiency between the two models. The precipitation efficiency is high in the Rayleigh
distillation models because there is more excess water vapor and total water vapor in the
column. In Rayleigh distillation models the relative humidity is 100% throughout the
column. As the air parcel ascends to cooler temperatures the relative humidity exceeds
100% and condenses out the excess water vapor. Condensing out the excess water vapor
returns the relative humidity back to 100% before ascending to the next level and
repeating the process.
In the WRF simulations the relative humidity throughout a column can vary and
will not always exceed 100% or generate condensation (Figure 3.2). The representative
columns i-iv in Figure 3.2A demonstrate the difference in relative humidity and
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condensation within the WRF model along the windward side. The altitude of
condensation can vary and does not take place throughout the entire column as it does in
Rayleigh distillation models. In Figure 3.2A for column i, there is no condensation
throughout the column, as the relative humidity does not exceed 100%. In Figure 3.2A
for column ii, some condensation is forming at low altitudes within the column but above
2 km the relative humidity does not exceed 100%. In Figure 3.2A for column iii,
condensation is forming below and above the maximum elevation of the ridge crest but
above 4.5 km, and for a small region around 3.5 km, the relative humidity does not
exceed 100%. In Figure 3.2A for column iv, the relative humidity is high and
condensation is forming throughout the column up to 6 km.
Figure 3.2 also illustrates two scenarios, one where we would expect steeper
lapse rates (Figure 3.2A) and another where we would expect shallower lapse rates
(Figure 3.2B). In Figure 3.2A there is little or no condensation forming at lower
elevations and more condensation forming at higher elevations along the ridge. This
would suggest that with increasing elevation on the windward side of the ridge the lapse
rate should be relatively steep. In Figure 3.2B, condensation is forming at roughly the
same altitude across the entire windward side of the ridge. This would suggest that for
each location the δDprecipitation does no change significantly with altitude and the lapse rate
should be shallower in comparison to Figure 3.2A.
While the WRF simulations undergo both of the scenarios illustrated in Figure
3.2, the Rayleigh distillation models do not. It is the high precipitation efficiency within a
closed system for the Rayleigh distillation models, and the fact that condensation forms at
varying altitudes within the WRF simulations, an open system, that accounts for the
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difference in lapse rates between the WRF simulations and Rayleigh distillation models.
Consider two air masses with the same δDvapor. The air mass that condenses out more
water vapor has a greater change from δDvapor to δDprecipitation. If this continues, where one
of the air masses is progressively raining out more than the other, the overall change in
δDprecipitation will be greater. We suggest that due to the high precipitation efficiency that
Rayleigh distillation should always produce the steepest lapse rates.

Figure 3.2. Illustrative cross section of windward condensation for a 2.5 km ridge.
Dark colors represent high condensation and light colors represent low
condensation. Figure 2A represents a scenario in which we would expect steep lapse
rates, where there is little or no condensation forming at lower elevations and more
condensation forming at higher elevations along the ridge. A.i.) There is no
condensation throughout the column as the relative humidity does not exceed 100%.
A.ii.) Some condensation is forming at low altitudes within the column but above 2
km the relative humidity in this column does not exceed 100% and therefore no
precipitation is generated above 2 km. A.iii.) Condensation is forming below and
above the maximum elevation of the ridge crest but above 4.5 km and for a small
region around 3.5 km the relative humidity does not exceed 100% and therefore is
no condensation in these regions. A.iv.) The relative humidity is high and
condensation is forming throughout the column up to 6 km. Figure 2B represents a
scenario in which we would expect shallower lapse rates. B.i-iv.) Condensation is
forming at roughly the same altitudes across the entire windward side of the ridge.
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3.5. Discussion
From our simulations of a winter-time storm system around an idealized ridge we
find that lapse rates for both the WRF simulations and Rayleigh distillation models
generally steepen with increasing elevation. Lapse rates from the Rayleigh distillation
model are almost always steeper than the lapse rates from the WRF simulations and as
the elevation of the ridge increases, the difference between the δDWRF-LR and δDRD-LR
increases. We suggest that the difference between the δDWRF-LR and δDRD-LR is most
likely the result of increased precipitation efficiency in Rayleigh distillation models
relative to the WRF simulations. While the δDprecipitation is controlled by the same factors
for both the Rayleigh distillation model and the WRF simulations, the lapse rates are very
different. This is due to the fact that in the WRF simulations when precipitation is
generated the excess water vapor does not come from the entire column of air directly
above that point. Instead only some of the column exceeds a relative humidity of 100%
and generates precipitation. In Rayleigh distillation models, the entire column exceeds a
relative humidity of 100% and generates precipitation.
Previous studies have focused on the changes in elevation and climate for models
of pure upslope flow and found that with increasing elevation lapse rates diverge from
Rayleigh distillation models (Galewsky 2009). Our results support these findings and
continue to demonstrate that in 3-D models of orographically enhanced precipitation with
increasing elevation, simulated lapse rates diverge from Rayleigh distillation models even
when controlling for the atmospheric conditions.
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3.5.1. Implications for isotope-based paleoaltimetry
A difference in the isotope lapse rate has the potential to significantly alter
paleoaltimetry interpretations. If we use the WRF simulations and the Rayleigh
distillation models in this study as an example, Rayleigh distillation would significantly
under-estimate the topography for all of the WRF simulations with the exception of the 1
km ridge. For the 2.5 km ridge the Rayleigh distillation model would under-estimate the
elevation in the WRF simulation by 2 km. For every ridge with an elevation of 1.5 km or
greater, the Rayleigh distillation approach would suggest that the ridge height in the WRF
simulation does not exceed 1 km. This difference in estimated height becomes an issue
above 1.5 km as the difference in the ridge height in the WRF simulations and the
difference in the estimated ridge height from Rayleigh distillation models exceeds 1 km.
If we were applying this to interpretations of the paleo-elevation of a mountain range we
would under-estimate the elevation of the topography, which would potentially lead to
over-estimating the amount of surface uplift over the period of interest.
While the isotopic composition of precipitation within a mountain range is
generated by more complex atmospheric dynamics, since Rayleigh distillation models
should produce the steepest lapse rates, they may be useful in determining the minimum
elevation bounds and maximum uplift bounds for a time of interest. If the temperature
conditions can be constrained using techniques such as clumped oxygen isotopes (Eiler,
2011), and in conditions where flow deflection is relatively low, the Rayleigh distillation
model should yield the steepest possible lapse rate for those conditions providing a
minimum elevation bound and maximum uplift bound.
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Empirical and theoretical studies are based on longer-term averages, but do not
always have controls on how increasing height or changes in climate impacts the
δDprecipitation and the resulting lapse rate. While we recognize that we may not be
representing all the complexity of the isotopic system in our model since we are only
looking at winter-time precipitation over a relatively short time period and are using a
simplified isotope microphysics scheme, this is a first step to comparing lapse rates from
Rayleigh distillation to orographically enhanced flow and determining the controls on
windward isotopic lapse rates and our results suggest that Rayleigh distillation may be
better used as a minimum boundary of elevation and a maximum boundary of uplift.

3.6. Conclusions
The goal of this paper was to establish a relationship between elevation and the
δDprecipitation for orographically enhanced precipitation in an idealized winter-time storm
and compare the results with Rayleigh distillation models for the same atmospheric
conditions. We find that lapse rates for both the WRF simulations and Rayleigh
distillation models generally decrease with increasing elevation but that the lapse rates
from the Rayleigh distillation model are almost always steeper than the lapse rates from
the WRF simulations due to the high precipitation efficiency in Rayleigh distillation
models. We suggest that Rayleigh distillation models may produce the steepest possible
lapse rates for a given thermal structure and may be a useful technique for determining
the minimum elevation of a mountain range and the maximum amount of uplift,
provided that paleo-climate conditions can be accurately constrained.
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4. LEESDIE ISOTOPE-BASED PALEOALTIMETRY IN THE NEW ZEALAND
SOUTHERN ALPS: THE ROLE OF ATMOSPHERIC FLOW DEFLECTION
4.1. Abstract
The development of relief may generate leeside rain shadows where δ18O values
are lower due to rainout on the windward side. The magnitude of lowering in paleo-δ18O
sampled from the leeside of a mountain range should, at least in principle, be related to
the elevation of the mountain range. In order for leeside proxies to record the highest
elevations, atmospheric flow deflection around the mountain range needs to be minimal.
Using the Weather Research and Forecasting model and Hybrid Single-Particle
Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) model, we demonstrate that modern
atmospheric flow patterns in the Southern Alps of New Zealand are not dominated by
flow deflection. The lack of flow deflection around the Southern Alps and the relatively
simple uplift history supports the use of leeside isotope records to constrain the timing of
uplift, and that uplift likely occurred ~5 Ma based on leeside isotope records. Orogens
like the Sierra Nevada, that are characterized by high elevations and strong flow
deflection, may not be good candidates for leeside isotope-based paleoaltimetry studies.
Ideal candidates for leeside isotope-based paleoaltimetry studies should be characterized
by relatively low elevations, low atmospheric flow deflection, and a simple uplift history.

4.2. Introduction
Topography develops as a result of the interaction between tectonics, surface
processes, and climate, and can yield insight into the geodynamic evolution of a
mountain range. Global δ18O data from meteoric water show a linear relationship
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between net elevation and Δδ18O on the windward side of a mountain range, where δ18O
values decrease as net elevation increases (Poage and Chamberlain, 2001). Leeside
isotope-based paleoaltimetry was first proposed by Chamberlain et al. (1999) as means to
constrain the timing of uplift for the Southern Alps of New Zealand. The development of
relief may generate leeside rain shadows, where δ18O values are lower due to rainout on
the windward side. The magnitude of lowering in isotopic values in paleo-δ18O sampled
from the leeside of a mountain range should, at least in principle, be related to the
elevation of the mountain range.
The Southern Alps are located along the Australian-Pacific plate boundary where
most of the deformation of the collision of the Pacific and Australian plates is taken up
along the Alpine fault (Norris and Cooper, 2001). Deformation along the Alpine fault is
primarily dominated by oblique-slip and the Southern Alps are characterized by high
erosion rates (up to 9 mm/yr) (Clarke and Burbank, 2010; Hovius et al., 1997; Griffiths,
1981; Hicks et al., 1996) and high uplift rates (6-8 mm/yr) (Tippett and Kamp, 1993; Batt
et al., 2000; Herman et al., 2010). Several lines of geologic evidence suggest that the
modern tectonic regime of oblique-slip and uplift in the Southern Alps evolved over the
last ~5 Ma (Sutherland, 1995; Walcott, 1998; Batt et al., 2000). Leeside isotope-based
paleoaltimetry records from the Southern Alps support the timing of uplift in these
studies (Chamberlain et al., 1999). Within authigenic kaolinites collected on the leeside
of the Southern Alps, there is a 5-6‰ decrease in δ18O around 5 Ma. This suggests that a
rain shadow developed ~5 Ma and prior to ~5 Ma, the Southern Alps were a relatively
low topographic feature (Chamberlain et al., 1999).
One of the major, if implicit, assumptions in leeside isotope-based paleoaltimetry
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models is that atmospheric flow around and a mountain range is 2-D, implying that
leeside isotope records come from air masses that have traveled W-E and surmounted the
range crest. Atmospheric flow over topography can be understood, to first order, in terms
of the nondimensional flow parameter Nh/U; where N is the Brunt-Väisälä frequency
(s-1), h is the mountain height (m), and U is the horizontal wind speed (m/s) (e.g.,
Epifanio and Durran, 2001). Idealized models of atmospheric flow around topographic
barriers suggest that when Nh/U << 1, flow tends to pass over the topographic barrier, but
when Nh/U >> 1, flow tends to be deflected around the topographic barrier (Galewsky,
2009). In order for leeside proxies to record the highest elevations, Nh/U needs to be
relatively low.
Interpretations of leeside isotope-based paleoaltimetry records for the California
Sierra Nevada (Poage and Chamberlain, 2000) do not agree with other lines of geologic
evidence for the timing of uplift of the Sierra Nevada (Wakabayashi, 2013 and references
therein) as they do for the Southern Alps. This is due to the fact that the modern
atmospheric conditions in the Sierra Nevada are dominated by flow deflection (Lechler
and Galewsky, 2013) and the atmospheric flow patterns during the Miocene were likely
dominated by flow deflecion as well (Mulch, 2016; Wheeler et al., 2016). While flow
deflection may have dominated Miocene flow patters for the southern Sierra Nevada,
leeside isotope-based paleoaltimetry would not be able to distinguish whether or not the
establishment of flow deflection was due to the elevation or climate during this time
(Wheeler et al., 2016). This may account for the difference in interpretation between the
leeside isotope records and other lines of geologic evidence.
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Chamberlain et al. (1999) suggests that flow in the Southern Alps is dominated
predominantly by westerly winds and that these flow patterns have persisted through
time, making the region a good candidate for leeside isotope-based paleoaltimetry. Using
the Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF) model and the Hybrid SingleParticle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) model we investigate the extent to
which atmospheric flow patterns in the Southern Alps may be dominated by flow
deflection and try to establish what makes a mountain range a good candidate for leeside
isotope-based paleoaltimetry.

4.3. Methods
Using the WRF model v3.5.1 (Skamarock et al., 2008), we downscale the 1° x 1°
horizontal resolution National Centers for Environmental Protection FNL (Final)
Operational Global Analysis (NCEP FNL) to a 12 km grid for a five year period from
2009 to 2013. We use the downscaled, higher-resolution WRF output as input to the
HYSPLIT (Stein et al., 2015) trajectory model, and run both forward and backtrajectories for the Southern Alps. We run a nested simulation, where a larger, parent
domain encompasses a smaller nested domain. The model domain is centered on -40° S
and 173° W. The parent domain is 149 grid points in both the W-E and N-S directions
with 36 km grid spacing and 29 vertical levels extending to 50 hPa. The nested domain is
120 grid points in both the W-E and N-S directions with 12 km grid spacing and 29
vertical levels extending to 50 hPa. We use the WRF single moment 6-phase (WSM6)
microphysics scheme for our simulation (Hong et al., 2004).
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We run forward trajectories for 6 locations immediately offshore along the west
coast of the South Island along the Southern Alps and back-trajectories for two locations
on the leeside of the Southern Alps (Figure 4.1). Based on the sampling locations in
Chamberlain et al. (1999), we select Chatto Creek and Glentanner as our back-trajectory
starting points. For both the forward and back-trajectories, we calculate 12-hour
trajectories at 6-hour intervals between 2009 and 2013. At each location a trajectory is
initiated at 500, 1000, and 1500 m above sea level.
After Hughes et al. (2008) we calculate the average offshore incoming Nh/U from
2009 to 2013. We define the incoming offshore region as the area between the coast and
60 km to the west between -42° S and -45.7° S. We use the average Nm and incoming
wind speeds, from the model surface to 400 hPa, and the average height of the Southern
Alps at 12 km resolution for h. We exclude any winds where both U and V are negative
from the average. For the back-trajectories we calculate Nh/U just before the trajectory
makes landfall. If a back-trajectory does not reach the ocean we calculate Nh/U for the
end point of the trajectory. Nm and the wind speeds are averaged from the model surface
to 400 hPa. For h we use the maximum terrain height that the trajectory passes over along
its path to the leeside location.
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Figure 4.1. 12 km resolution model domain and trajectory locations. Contour fill
values define the elevation (m) of the model terrain. The initial forward and backtrajectory locations are indicated with diamonds and circles, respectively.
4.4. Trajectory and Nh/U Results
From our forward trajectory analysis, 75% of the trajectories cross the Southern
Alps into the leeside during the five year period from 2009 to 2013. The average
maximum elevation that a forward trajectory surmounts on its path to the leeside is 1,026
m, and 48% of the trajectories surmount elevations ≥ 1,098 m, the average elevation of
the Southern Alps. For the year 2013, we ran the simulation with two nested domains,
where within the 12 km nested domain there was a 4 km nested domain within it. For the
higher resolution domain, only forward trajectories were run. We find that 67% of the
forward trajectories cross the Southern Alps and surmount an average maximum
elevation of 1,140 m along the path to the leeside. While this is lower than the average
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for the 12 km resolution domain from 2009-2013, it still suggests that the majority of air
masses are crossing over the Southern Alps along their path to the leeside.
The average incoming Nh/U from 2009-2013 is 1.32, where Nm = 0.0080 s-1, U =
6.7 m/s, and h = 1,098 m. While this is not significantly greater than 1, Nh/U is still
relatively high and might initially suggest that flow deflection dominates atmospheric
flow patterns in the Southern Alps, the results of our back-trajectory analysis suggests
otherwise.
Air parcel trajectory pathways for the leeside locations are presented in the form
of trajectory contour plots (Figure 4.2). 79% of precipitating trajectories (n = 3227) cross
the Southern Alps along their path to Glentanner. Those that reach Glentanner and
surmount the Southern Alps, cross over an average terrain height of 1,292 m with an
average Nh/U of 0.94. 81% of precipitating trajectories (n = 1125) cross the Southern
Alps along their path to Chatto Creek. Those that reach Chatto Creek and surmount the
Southern Alps, cross over an average terrain height of 943 m with an average Nh/U of
0.81.
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Figure 4.2. Back-trajectory contour plots for Glentanner and Chatto Creek.
Contour values quantify how frequently an air parcel travels above a point on
Earth’s surface, stars mark the location of the back-trajectory point, and black
arrows illustrate dominant air parcel transport pathways.
4.5. Discussion
From our trajectory analyses we find that there is relatively little flow deflection
in the Southern Alps in the modern climate. The results of our back-trajectory analysis
suggest that about 80% of precipitating air masses that reach the leeside locations
originate from the west and cross the Southern Alps. Our forward trajectory analysis
provides additional evidence that air masses are crossing over the Southern Alps on their
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path to the leeside. Our calculations of Nh/U are also consistent with the lack of flow
deflection in the Southern Alps, where for precipitating back-trajectories for two
locations on the leeside, Nh/U < 1. Our results are supported by previous studies of stable
water isotopologues in the Southern Alps, which found that in the central-northern
Southern Alps, when there is precipitation at Hokitika, wind directions were
predominantly northwesterly (Kerr et al., 2015).
One question that still remains is whether or not flow deflection could have
dominated atmospheric flow patterns during the Miocene. For warmer and wetter
Miocene atmospheric conditions, we would expect for Nm to increase relative to modern
values as it does in the Sierra Nevada (e.g. Wheeler et al., 2016). Assuming that the
incoming offshore winds did not change significantly during the Miocene and elevation
remained the same, Nh/U would be slightly increased relative to modern values. If we
assume that the average elevation of the Southern Alps was lower during the Miocene,
Nh/U would likely be lower than modern values. Both the modern and Miocene Nh/U for
the Southern Alps are likely low making it more likely that air masses would flow over
the terrain and that leeside precipitation would contain a record of elevation over this
time.
Leeside isotope-based paleoaltimetry has been used in other mountain ranges,
such as the Sierra Nevada (Chamberlain and Poage, 2000; Mulch, 2016; Chamberlain et
al., 2012) where the timing of 1-2 km of uplift in the southern Sierra Nevada has been
debated based on different lines of geologic evidence. While the leeside isotope record in
the Southern Alps agrees well with other lines of geologic evidence for the timing of
uplift (Batt, 2001 and references therein), the leeside isotope record over the last 18 Ma
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in the southern Sierra Nevada do not (Wakabayashi, 2013 and references therein). Early
interpretations of leeside isotope records in the southern Sierra Nevada suggest that the
lack of change of precipitation δ-values over time indicated that there may have been
relatively little surface uplift since 18 Ma (Poage and Chamberlain, 2002; Crowley et al.,
2008). More recent interpretations (e.g. Mulch, 2016; Chamberlain et al., 2012) suggest
that the southern Sierra Nevada may have been sufficiently high to induce similar-tomodern flow patterns since 12.1 Ma (Mulch, 2016). In some cases this interpretation
contradicts other lines of geologic evidence that argue for a low Miocene southern Sierra
Nevada (e.g. Wakabayashi, 2013).
Modern trajectory analyses for locations on the leeside of the Sierra Nevada find
that flow is diverted around, rather than over, the highest topography (Lechler and
Galewsky, 2013). This is especially true in the southern Sierra Nevada, where deflection
dominates the flow path for areas above 2.5 km. Whether or not flow deflection persisted
in the southern Sierra Nevada during the Miocene is crucial to interpreting leeside
isotope-based paleoaltimetry records. Models of atmospheric flow for idealized
configurations of the Sierra Nevada suggest that similar-to-modern atmospheric flow
patterns could have been established in the southern Sierra Nevada for lower elevations
in a Miocene climate (Wheeler et al., 2016). While leeside records may show an
establishment of flow deflection around the southern Sierra Nevada (Mulch, 2016), it can
not be determined whether or not those flow patterns were developed due to changes in
climate or elevation. As a result, leeside isotope records may not be able to constrain the
magnitude or timing of uplift of the southern Sierra Nevada over the last 18 Ma (Wheeler
et al., 2016).
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Based on our comparison of leeside isotope-based paleoaltimetry in the Southern
Alps and the southern Sierra Nevada, we suggest that interpretations of the uplift history
of a mountain range based on leeside records should consider atmospheric flow patterns
and the complexity of the uplift history before attempting to interpret changes in δ-values
as changes in elevation. The lack of modern, and likely Miocene, flow deflection in the
Southern Alps supports the work of Chamberlain et al. (1999) and suggests that leeside
proxies of meteoric waters should record the development of a rain shadow with the
uplift of the Southern Alps. This is not the case for all leeside isotope-based
paleoaltimetry studies though. Mountain ranges with much higher average elevations,
greater than 2-2.5 km, may experience more flow deflection in a modern climate and may
not be good candidates for leeside isotope-based paleoaltimetry studies if flow deflection
dominated flow patterns in the past (Galewsky and Lechler, 2013; Wheeler et al., 2016).
Due to the relatively high elevation of the southern Sierra Nevada and the complex uplift
history, isotope-based paleoaltimetry may not be able to differentiate between the two
proposed models of uplift. Where the first model proposes two pulses of 1 km of surface
uplift over 20 Ma versus the second model, which proposes an already high mountain
range with only 1 km of surface uplift over 20 Ma. In contrast, regions like the Southern
Alps may be ideal candidates for leeside isotope-based paleoaltimetry studies because the
following characteristics are met: (1) relatively low elevations and commensurately low
values of Nh/U; and (2) relatively simple uplift histories consisting of essentially a single
period of surface uplift from an initially low-relief surface.
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4.6. Conclusions
In the Southern Alps, simulations of modern atmospheric flow between 2009 and
2013 were associated with little flow deflection, and most air parcels reached the leeside
by traversing over the Southern Alps rather than being deflected around. The lack of
atmospheric flow deflection in both the modern and Miocene climate suggests that
leeside isotope-based paleoaltimetry records should record the timing of uplift of the
Southern Alps. This study supports the work in Chamberlain et al. (1999) and suggests
that leeside isotope records should record the aridification associated with the increase in
surface uplift of the Southern Alps and suggests that the Southern Alps were a
topographic feature ~5 Ma. Based on the results presented here and those of Wheeler et
al. (2016), we suggest that leeside isotope-based paleoaltimetry is best applied in
relatively low-lying mountain ranges with relatively simple uplift histories, and where
atmospheric flow patterns are not dominated by flow deflection.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
5.1. Conclusions
Using the relationship of decreasing δ-values and increasing elevation
(Chamberlain and Poage, 2000), isotope-based paleoaltimetry seeks to quantitatively
estimate the magnitude and timing of surface uplift from records of the isotopic
composition of precipitation in an effort to constrain the tectonic evolution of a mountain
range. This dissertation addresses the underlying assumptions in isotope-based
paleoaltimetry, specifically those that are related to atmospheric dynamics. The chapters
in this dissertation detail either windward or leeside isotope-based paleoaltimetry studies
and both empirical and theoretically based approaches in an effort to better understand:
(1) the role of atmospheric flow deflection on leeside isotope-based paleoaltimetry
records and the subsequent interpretations of those records, (2) whether simple models of
upslope flow are sufficient for understanding mountain-atmosphere interactions, and (3)
the limitations and opportunities provided by theoretical approaches based on Rayleigh
distillation.
First, for leeside isotope-based paleoaltimetry interpretations, atmospheric flow
deflection cannot be ignored and the extent of atmospheric flow deflection in both
modern and paleoclimates should be evaluated before interpreting leeside isotope-based
paleoaltimetry records. In the southern Sierra Nevada and the Southern Alps, leeside
isotope-based paleoaltimetry studies have tried to constrain the tectonic evolution of each
region with differing degrees of success. Due to the 3-D nature of atmospheric flow
patters in the southern Sierra Nevada, similar-to-modern flow patterns could have been
achieved for elevations as low as 2 km during the Miocene and leeside isotope records
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may only indicate that the southern Sierra Nevada have been a longstanding topographic
feature (Chapter 2). Whereas in the Southern Alps, the lack of flow deflection in both
modern and paleoclimates, most likely explains why the leeside isotope-based
paleoaltimetry record agrees well with other lines of geologic evidence for the timing of
surface uplift and supports the proposed surface uplift of the Southern Alps at ~5 Ma
(Chapter 4). Through the comparison of the two regions, we can conclude that leeside
isotope-based paleoaltimetry is best applied in relatively low-lying mountain ranges with
simple uplift histories, and where atmospheric flow patterns are not dominated by flow
deflection.
Empirical and theoretical studies are based on longer-term averages but do not
always have controls on how increasing height or changes in climate impact windward
isotope lapse rates. From 3-D models of orographically enhanced precipitation in an
idealized winter-time storm, I explored the limitations and opportunities of theoretical
approaches based on Rayleigh distillation for windward isotope-based paleoaltimetry
studies (Chapter 3). Lapse rates for both the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)
simulations of orographically enhanced precipitation in an idealized winter-time storm
and Rayleigh distillation models for the same atmospheric conditions generally decrease
with increasing elevation (Chapter 3). The lapse rates from Rayleigh distillation models
though, are almost always steeper due to the high precipitation efficiency. The steep lapse
rates from the Rayleigh distillation models suggests that the theoretical approach may be
more useful as a means of determining the minimum elevation of a mountain range and
the maximum amount of uplift.
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5.2. Future Work
The tools and methods in this dissertation expand on the previous work of
Galewsky (2009, 2008) and Lechler and Galewsky (2013) and provide a framework for
evaluating both leeside and windward isotope-based paleoaltimetry interpretations and
techniques in different settings. Current and future studies using leeside isotope-based
paleoaltimetry should use methods similar to those in Chapters 2 and 4 and Lechler and
Galewsky (2013) to determine whether or not flow patterns in the region of interest are
dominated by atmospheric flow deflection.
While it is recognized that the work in Chapter 3 may not be representing all the
complexity of the isotopic system in the model, it is a first step to comparing lapse rates
from Rayleigh distillation to orographically enhanced flow and determining what controls
windward isotopic lapse rates. The work in Chapter 3 could be expanded to explore the
inclusion of more complex isotope microphysics, higher resolution, more complex
topography, and longer time periods that capture both summer and winter precipitation.
Expanding the work in Chapter 3 would help to determine how simulated windward lapse
rates change with increasing complexity and whether Rayleigh distillation models may
capture the increased complexity. A deeper understanding of the processes that control
windward lapse rates has the potential to improve the reliability of isotope-based
paleoaltimetry interpretations used to constrain the topographic and tectonic evolution of
mountain ranges.
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6. SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS
6.1. Supplemental Materials for Chapter 2
6.1.1. Pre-Industrial and Miocene Simulations
The middle Miocene is thought to be significantly warmer than modern climate
(Zachos et al., 2008). We calculated annual averages of precipitation and temperature for
both the Miocene and Pre-Industrial (PI) simulations of climate from 50 consecutive
years. Results from the simulated Miocene climate show a global increase in temperature
of 4.6°C and a global increase in precipitation of 150 mm relative to the PI simulation.
The Miocene temperature increase relative to the PI simulation is in line with the 5-6 °C
temperature excursion from deep ocean benthic oxygen isotopes for 17-14.5 Ma (Zachos
et al., 2008). Temperature and precipitation proxies for western North America suggest
that the region was both warmer and wetter than modern climate (White and Auger,
1994; Wolfe 1994a; Wolfe 1994b; Sheldon, 2006; Retallack, 2004). The Miocene
simulation captures both an increase in temperature and precipitation for western North
America relative to the PI simulation (Figure 6.1, Figure 6.2, Figure 6.3, Figure 6.4).
6.1.2. Simulations of Flow around Idealized Terrain
Using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model version 3.5.1
(Skamarock et al., 2008) we ran two sets of simulations for various topographic and
climatic states to determine how stable a climate is needed in order for the 2-D
assumptions used in the leeside proxies to faithfully record the elevation of both a high
and low southern Sierra Nevada. The initial conditions for these two simulations are
outlined in Table DR1 and Table DR2.
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6.1.3. Modern Nh/U Calculation
We calculated Nm from five consecutive years (1995-1999) of 3-hourly North
American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) output (http://www.esrl. noaa.gov/psd/). Nm was
calculated for the windward region of the Sierra after Durran and Klemp (1982). We find
that the average Nm = 0.0086 s-1 with an average modern Nh/U of 2.2. Using the 10th
percentile Nm, where Nm = 0.0071 s-1, Nh/U = 1.8. For our calculations of Nh/U we use h
= 3 km.
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Figure 6.1. Pre-Industrial simulation annual surface temperatures (°C). The black
line is the modern land-ocean boundary.
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Figure 6.2. Miocene minus the Pre-Industrial simulation annual surface
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Pre-Industrial Control ANN Precipitation (mm)
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Figure 6.3. Pre-Industrial simulation annual average precipitation (mm). The black
line is the modern land-ocean boundary.
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Experiment
High_SSN_01
High_SSN_02
High_SSN_03
High_SSN_04
High_SSN_05
High_SSN_06
High_SSN_07

Brunt-Vaisala frequency (1/s)
0.0025
0.0038
0.0049
0.0058
0.0061
0.0075
0.01

Nh/U
0.80
1.10
1.50
1.75
1.80
2.30
3.00

Table 6.1. Initial conditions for simulations of idealized flow for an idealized high
southern Sierra Nevada.
Experiment
LowRidge_01
LowRidge_02
LowRidge_03
LowRidge_04
LowRidge_05
LowRidge_06
LowRidge_07
LowRidge_08

Brunt-Vaisala frequency (1/s)
0.0032
0.0032
0.0032
0.0032
0.0032
0.0032
0.0032
0.0075

Maximum Ridge Height (m)
500
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
3500
2000

Table 6.2. Initial conditions for simulations of idealized flow for a uniform ridge
increasing in elevation.
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6.2. Supplemental Materials for Chapter 3
6.2.1. Control Simulation Validation
For the purpose of validation and comparison to other models of baroclinic waves
we run a control simulation with no topography for 15 days. We compare our results to
Dütsch et al. (2016). Dütsch et al. (2016) used the COSMOiso model to simulate an
idealized baroclinic wave. COSMOiso includes the heavy isotopes, δD and δ18O, and
fractionation takes place upon any phase transition. This differs from our model where
fractionation only takes place upon condensation. While the isotope scheme in
COSMOiso is more sophisticated, our results from a control simulation without any
topography show a similar spatial distribution and magnitude of change in the isotopic
composition of precipitation.
Unlike the other simulations presented here, the initial δDvapor of our control
simulation is uniform throughout the atmosphere and is set at -100 ‰ vSMOW. The
model presented here from Dütsch et al. 2016 uses an initial δDvapor of -80 ‰ vSMOW.
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Here we show the modeled precipitation and resulting δDprecipitation from our control
simulation at 186 hours (Figure 6.5) and for the model from Dütsch et al. (2016) we show
the δDprecipitation at 108 hours (Figure 6.6). The structure of the precipitation is not exactly
the same because the two models are different in resolution, domain size, initial
conditions and isotope scheme but broadly, the baroclinic wave simulation from the
Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF) has the same shape and the magnitude
of change for the 6 hourly precipitation (Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6). For the WRF
simulation there is an ~120 ‰ difference across the precipitation and in Dütsch et al.
(2016) there is an ~150 ‰ difference across the precipitation. Our simulation is
initialized with a lower δDvapor, so it is not surprising that the Dütsch et al. (2016) have a
greater variation in δDprecipitation.
While the isotope scheme in COSMOiso is more sophisticated, our results from a
control simulation without any topography show a similar spatial distribution and
magnitude of change in the isotopic composition of precipitation. This leads us to believe
that our model is capturing the first-order controls on the isotopic composition of the
precipitation.
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Figure 6.5. 6 hour precipitation and δDprecipitation at t = 186 hours for the control
simulation. Precipitation is in mm and the δDprecipitation is in ‰ vSMOW.
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Figure 6.6. Surface precipitation for their simulation with uniform initial δDvapor
(Figure from Dütsch et al., 2016). The solid black lines show sea level pressure in
hPa, and the dashed line is the 0˚C isoline of temperature at the lowest model level.

6.2.2. High Resolution Simulation
To test the influence of resolution on the results of our model, we ran a 10 km
resolution simulation with a 2.5 km ridge. Due to computational time, we only ran the 10
km resolution simulation for 8.5 days and only directly compare from day 6 to 8.5. For
the 25 km resolution simulation we find that the lapse rate for the model is -8.3 ‰/km
and that the lapse rate is slightly lower at -6.2 ‰/km from day 6 to 8.5. For the 10 km
2
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Figure 6.7. Difference in cumulative δDprecipitation from day 6 to day 8.5 for the 2.5
km ridge simulation. Black contours are the elevation of the ridge with 500 m
contour intervals.
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